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ABSTRACT

The conventional economic model of labor supply is extended to include

job-search activity of the worker. Off~~he-job training may also qe subsumed

in the model. Search incentives a~e preqict~d for particula~ ta~ and transfer

policies--proportional and prog;ressive income taxes anc;l income·, wage, and
..

earnings subsidies. For most p9licies, the slop~of ~he labor-supply schedule

affects whether positive or negative searcn incentives a~ise ~elat~veto

laissez -faire. Only the income subsidy e~erts u:p.ambiguously negative effects

on search activity. A cQmparison of equal-revenlle prpgres'sive and proportional

income taxes reveals the latter to have greater search ingentives. A comparison

of equal-transfer subsidy plans shows th.e earnings sub9iry 1:;0 evoke Illore

search than the other two subsidy forms, so long as we consider only the

positive marginal subsidy ran~e of the eqrnings sllbsidy, However, po general

ranking of the three subsidy plans ca~ be made on grou~d~ of their search in-

centives.

Host policies affect the distribution of market wage rates in a determinate

fashion. Whereas both tax forms ind,uce greater ineql,lality,the 'wage and

earnings subsidies both promote equality, Work-effort and, j0b-se?rch

considerations are combined in an analysis of ~he impact of each policy on

the worker's gross market earnings.~eductibilityof ~iiect CQstsof search

in tax and transfer policies is found to have an ambiguous effect on search

undertaken and a disincentive to work effort, An extension of the model to

include choice among jobs with different mixes of monetary (taxed) verst,lS

nonpecuniary (untaxed) rewards is sketched~ The empirical evidence e~amined

here is consistent with the predict~d responses of the ~odel. Finally, an

application to the interpretation of income maintenance. exPeriments is offered.
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TAX EFFECTS ON JOB SEARCH, TRAINING, AND WORK EFFORT

Jonathan R.Kesselman

I. Introduction

The effects of tax and transfer programs on work effo,rt are well

developed extensions of static labor-supply analysis. 1 k much neglected .

range of tax effects lies in the dynamic aspects of ,yorker.behavior. 2 Job

search activ:ity, choice hetween jobs with more or less nonpecuniary rewards,

and human.,.capital investment are the principal omitted ,responses. Owing

to the prominence of' income taxes in the existing fiscal structure, any

induced effects on dynamic worker, behavior will carry great import for policy •.

Implications for the wage structure and the efficiency of labor markets are

clearly present. The prospect of major innovation at the transfer end of

the fiscal structure further heightens our .need to.understand ,the dynamic

effects of alternative policy proposals.

Our first goal will he to integrate job-search behavior into the

conventional one....perio,d ,modeloflahor supply. Human-capital investment

which is time-intensive can be subsumed in the model; a minor addition permits

the consideration of money costs in training t as well. We shall outline an

extension of the model to include choice among jobs with different amounts

of nonpecuniary rewards. Our second goal will be to predict the j ob....search

incentive effects of specific tax and transfer policies. We shall include hoth

positively-sloped and backward~bending labor-supply schedules in the analysis •

The next goal will be to present empirical evidence bearing on the validity

of the general model. Finally, the model will be applied to the interpretation

of' job-search findings from anexpe~imentalincome transfer program.

1
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II. Job Search in a Labor-Supply Model

A~ Modelling Approaches

The simultaneous modelling of an individual's job-search and work-effort

behavior requires a consumer-demand framework. In general, the worker's

marginal rate of substitution between income and leisure will depend upon

his income level. Any income effects from job-search decisions will impinge

on labor-supply decisions. Consumption of leisure, which is subjectively

evaluated by the worker, may be altered in the process. Consequently, a

present-value choice framework is inappropriate here. The present-value

approach has been utilized by Garfinkel (1973) in examining tax effects on

human-capital investment and by McCall (1970) and Mortensen (1970) in

job-search models. This approach treats the second activity in isolation from

labor-supply activity.

The modelling could proceed along single-period or multi-period lines.

Either of two conditions might justify the use of a multi-period model.

One is where the worker faces different, but exogenously given, prices over

time. Metcalf (1973) has exploited this approach in analyzing the incentive

effects of temporary income transfer programs. The other condition for

adopting a multi-period model arises where the-worker faces a truly sequential

decision problem. Then the prices faced by the worker in each period depend

h " " " I" "d 3upon ~s act~ons ~n ear ~er per~o s. This would be accurate in the portrayal

of occupations with much on-the-job training and advancement hierarchies. For

lower-echelon white-collar workers, many blue-collar workers, and most

laborers and casual workers, the sequential aspects of job choice are

relatively minor.
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While r~stricting our range of occupational relevanc~, we shall opt

for a single.....period model. This facilitates integration. of job search wi'th

the traditional labor-supply model. How can we interpret a one-period

model of job search? The worker is 'seen as needing. to. undertake some level

of search merely to maintain his job. For workers who experience frequent I

involunt'ary turnover, this is reasonable. For more stable' workers who do not

face sequential decisions, the model is reasonable if. the period is taken as

several years, or even a working life.

We shall further opt fora certainty model,. despite the strains this

places on the notion of job search. This choice is a practical one. A

general.uncertainty model will not yield the determinate comparative static

results which we seek in our analysis of tax effects. Our formulation will

correspond in expected value to one class of stochas.tic search models, as

explained below.

B. Assumptions of the Model

Job-search time readily enters the standard. one-period labor-supply

model. Total hours in the period,. K, must now satisfy:4

K = L +H + S , (1)

where L is leisure hours, H is work hours, andS is job-search hours. Let

us specify a wage-rate function:

W = vW(S) + u , (2)

5where' u and v are tax or subsidy' parameters.. W is the worker's effective

ornet wage rate, while W(S) is his market or gross wage. rate. Program

parameter u makes the two wage rates diverge by an additive constant. Program

parameter v makes the two rates diverge by a constant proportion.
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In our micro view of the search process, W(S) is the market-wage schedule

faced by an individual worker. 6 We shall assume only that W(S) is increasing

in S:

w'

w"

dW(S)/dS > 0 (3)

(4)

Note that market wage rates are used in these derivatives. The first functional

property (3) reflects the productivity of search time in uncovering better

offers for the worker. It is the outcome of a class of random search models

in which the worker can "collect" job offers. The worker's expected highest

wage-rate offer will be positively related to search time. Our model will

later impose additional bounds on the values of W' and W".

If offers generated are proportional to search time, a purely random

search process yields a stronger result than property (4). In a result

attributed to Robert Solow, Stigler (1961) notes that random search with

collectible offers implies expected diminishing marginal returns to offers.

This would render W" negative. We wish to take a broader view allowing search

to be nonrandom or offers to be not strictly proportional to search time.

This process is recommended by the empirical work of Bluestone, Murphy, and

Stevenson (1971) and theoretical work of Eaton and Neher (1973). These

writers describe a world with high-wage and low-wage industries in which a

worker with given skills can seek employment. By an extra expenditure of

search time, a worker might break into the high wage industry. Thus W" may

be positive over some ranges of S in this circumstance. In the context of

off-the-job training, locally increasing marginal returns to training time are

a natural phenomenon. Time expended to complete the requirements for

certification is an example.
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The 'budget constraint facin,gthework.er consists oJ lump-sum income

(T) and work-conditioned .components:

Y ,= T + (K-L~S)[vH(S)+uJ. (5)

After-tax income.oftheworker.is Y. Work.... cpnditionedincotne depends 'on

s.e.arch time as well ·aslei$ure time..'Spe.cifiq.ation (5) hcilq,s' for "most

linear tax .and Slibsidyfo~s.in·cludingthe following':

v = .1, u = 0, T .,.= 0, ..laisse.z faire;

°< v < 1, u = 0, .T .- 0, pr.oportional income tax;

°< v < 1, u .- 0, T > .0, income subsidy, progressive
iu'come tax;

0 < v < 1, 'u > '0, T ,- '0" wage 'subsidy;

v > 1, u .- 0, T ~= 0" earnings subsidy

Fo.rsimplicityonly we have assumed that T =0 under .laissezfaire. .Above

its so-.calledhreak-..evenincome .level , the income subsidy can be regarded

as a flat-.r,ate progressive income tax. 'Theearningss.ubsidyhudget .is

described orily below.its recaptu:re'.earnings .1.evel;abo,ut '.this level it .is

identical to .an income subsidy • Other fis.calforms,su.chas :a progressive

income tax with more than one bracket"a categorical income subsidy , or

overtime wage subsidy, :requirevariousdep:arturesfromspecification (5).

The work.er' sproblem.istochoose Y and L to ,maximize his utility function:

U= U(Y,L), (6)

subject to the budget constraint (5) • This formulation assumes ,that hours

of search-time and work-time :are 'perceived by the ::worke.r,asequivalent .in

effort,.distaste,or .disutility. Hithoutthis .strong,assumption, the utility

func,tion wou1drequireathirdargument.
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C. Basic Properties of the Model

The assumed form of utility converts the problem to a two-stage

maximization. For any given amount of leisure consumed, the worker

wishes to choose the income-maximizing combination of search and work times.

This determines his budget constraint in income-leisure space. Subject

to this constraint, the worker chooses the utility-maximizing bundle of

income and leisure.

The income-maximizing choice of search time for any given leisure time

is determined:

'OY'/'OS = 0 ++ HvW'-W = 0 (7)

We call this the optimality condition for job-search. Let us interpret

this condition under laissez faire (or any program other than a wage

subsidy):

W(S) = HW' with u = 0 (8)

A worker is spending the optimal time on search when a marginal hour will

earn him the same amount at work, W(S), as at search, HW'. Because v

enters both sides of the equality, its value does not affect the result.

Search optimality is not dependent on the marginal utilities, owing to the

assumed utility form (6). The second-order condition for (7) to be a

maximum rather than a minimum solution is:

(9)

Before proceeding to the second stage of the maximization, we examine

two properties of the income-maximizing budget constraint. The slope is

readily established:

dY/dL = ('OY/'OS)(dS/dL) + 'OY/'OL = 'Oy/aL = -W (10)

by using condition (7). Search behavior makes the budget constraint nonlinear,

but at any point its slope is minus the net wage rate. Because search time
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is assumed to be productive, the curvature depends uniquely on the sign of;

dS/dL. Using the implicit function theorem on (7), we obtain:

dsl dL = W' I (HWI' - 2W,') (II),

Result (9) ensures that dS/dL will be negative. The budget'constraint in:,

income-leisure space will be, convex•. Note that:

>
dS IdL < 0 ++ W" < 2W' IH -7- W" '< 0 ,

so that W", while restricted in value, is not restricted 'in sign.

Let us .conventionally assume the utility function to, be twice

differentiable. and concave:

(12)

(13)

We shall later' state the stronger second-order condition needed for an

internal tangency in' the presence of the convex budget constraint. Let us

designate income the numeraire good.' Then the first-order condition for the

worke.r's utility-maximum will be:

= (14) ,

This is the familiar first-order condition of the standard labor-supply

model.

Preliminary to a formal analysis of the response of search time to

the program parameters, let, us illustrate the response to a lump-sum transfer.

This response will hinge on the convexity of the budget locus and the

normality or inferiority of leisure. In Figure 1, a lump-sum transfer of

Ins.ert Figure 1

size KK' simply raises the budget locus from KJto K' J'. The initial

equilibrium on KJ, ,lies at point; A. If'leisure is a normal, good, indifference

curves lying directly. above point A will be progressively steeper. Hence,
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at point A' above point A on K'J' the indifference curve will intersect

the elevated budget locus from above. This implies a new worker

equilibrium at point B, to the right of A, and at a lower wage rate. Since

the relation between wage rates and search time is monotonic, we have

established ds/dT < O. It should be clear, without presenting a figure,

that inferiority of leisure is necessary for the lump-sum transfer to

raise search time.

III. Analysis of Tax Effects

A. Response to Program Parameters

To obtain the responses of search time to program parameters T, v, and

u, the first-order conditions (7) and (14) are differentiated totally with

respect to them. The resulting system is:

A [dS/dT

dL/dT

with the matrix:

dS/dv

dL/dv

dS I dU] = [ (WUITo-UYL )

dL/du
e J(15)

-l/v

A = [-UyVW'
(2W' - HW")

and its determinant:

:.] (16)

We find the relation:

-c/u y > v(W') 21(2~v' -HW") ++ IAI > 0 •

(17)

(18)
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The term-G/Uy can be confirmed by a result of Chiang' (1974, p. 394) as

the curvature of an indifference curve.. The termv(W') 2/ (2t'J' .,.mJ") can be

found as the curvature of the budget constraint by differentiation of result

2 2(10) ford Y/dL. Thus, the second-order condition,ontheuti1i,ty,maximi.,.

zation, implies IAI positive. 7

A term ~ppearing in (15) is:

(19)

This term is related to the elasticity of the marginal utility of income with
, 8

respect to hours worked. Cooper (1952, p. 65) proves that the sign of e

fixes the slope of the worker's ordinary labor-supply schedule. For e positive,

labor supply is ,positively sloped; for e negative, backward-bending.

Response of search and leisure ,time to changes in the policy parameters

can be found by Cramer's Rule. Henceforth, we sh~ll omit the denominator IAI

on the right-hand-side of these response expressions. Since IAI is positive,

this will not affect our primary goal of determining signs of response. We

begin with changes in the lump-sum income parameter:

dL/dT = -(WUyy - UYL) (2t,oJ' ...; HW") •

(20)

(21)

For leisure to be ,a normal good we require (WUyy - UYL) nega,tive, as in the

standard two""good mode1'without search time. 9 As demonstrated graphically

before, search time responds inversely to changes in lump-sum income with

leisure normal.

In our modification of the standard labor-supply model, normality of leisure

is no longer sufficient to assure dH/dT negative. Let us take explicitly:

dH/dT = -dL!dT - dS/dT = (wu - u ) [(2W' - HW") - W']YY' YL ' (22)

The sign ,of the response of hours worked to an increase in lump sum income
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depends on the sign of the bracketted expression in (22). Reference to

result (11) in turn shows:

dS/dL = W'/(HW" - 2W') ~ 1 ++ dH/dT ~ °. (23)

Naturally, dH/dT negative requires that not all of increased leisure

time come out of decreased search time. It is further observed that W"

negative is sufficient (but not necessary) to yield dH/dT negative. This

finding may have interest for empirical labor-supply estimates. Income

coefficients in hours-worked regressions need not be negative to be

theoretically justifiable. Positive income coefficients have in fact

occasionally been estimated.

Responses of search time to parameters v and u can similarly be

found:

dS/dv = W'W(S)8 - eu/v2 ,

dS/du = W'8 + e/v •

(24)

(25)

Given that all tax and subsidy schemes considered in this paper have

u > 0, we find dS/dv positive for 8 > O. If we consider only u=O, we find

dS/dv negative for 8 < O. Responses to changes in u are rendered ambiguous

by 8 > 0. Let us state the limiting case: dS/du < 0 for 8 < 0 and

d2S/dud8 > O. Another useful result derivable from (15) is:

dL/dv = - UyW'u/v - (2W' - HW")W(S)8 •

For programs with u ~ 0, or all programs considered here, the case of

8 > 0 carries dL/dv negative.

(26)
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We have seen the sign of dS/du to be ambfguouswhen labor supply

is positively ~loped. The more plausible response would be dS/du negative,.

With u higher, the net returns to additional search are a smaller 'proportion

of the worker's current net wage rate. Our empiricaleviden.ce presented

later supp.orts this intuition. We calculate the relation:

dS/dv- 2W(S)dS/du- cW/v (27)

irrespect'ive .of sign of 8, so that.:

dS/du >0 + ~:> 0 but
dS >

dS/du < 0 + du < 0 (28)

This.set.of implications may 'prove useful in 'empirical tests', ·as. ,as/du

ISIDore "readily meas:uredthandS / dv.

B. Search Response to Sped-fic Programs

We have demonstrated how job search can be treated as an integral

part of the conventional labor-supply mO.deL Our next go'al is to predict

the overall incentives for job search pos.ed by seve·ral .taxand stlbsi.dy

programs. These 'incentives'willbe stated for each program relative to

a laissez-faire se.tting. We shall also make comparisons ,betw'een the

two tax programs and among the three subsidy programs. As before, we simplify

by .assuming that. workers. have no lump-,sum income in the absence of a

program. Laissez faire is characterized by T=O, v=l,and u=O.

The .simplest program isa proportional income tax with no exemptions •.

With l\T=T=O, l\v=v-l<0, and. l\u=u=O, we calculate-;:

l\S = (ds/dv)l\v • (29)

With 8>0 , the tax exerts a :negative -influence on s.ea rch time.; with 8<0,

more search time is induced. Relative to laissez-faire, the -earnings subsidy

_.- --_ .._-...__._------
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offers 6T=T=0, 6v=v-l>-0, and 6u=u=0. Result (29) applies again, but the

results are reversed owing to the opposite sign for 6v. With 8>0, the

earnings subsidy induces additional job search; with 8<0 it poses a

disincentive to searching. Note that this treatment covers only the

positive marginal subsidy range of the earnings subsidy.

The income subsidy and progressive income tax are merely different

stretches of a common budget line. 10 Both offer 6T=T>0, 6v=v-l<0, and

6u=u=0. The impact on search time is:

6S = (dS/dT)6T + (dS/dv)6v

= W' {(WUyy UyL )6T + W(S) 86v) (30)

= W' \ (WUyy - UyL) [6T + W(S) 6vH ] + W(S)6vUy }

The third line of result (30) utilizes definition (19). Recalling that

(WUyy - UyL ) is negative with leisure normal, the second line of (30)

indicates a search disincentive under both programs with 8>0. The third

line of (30) indicates a disincentive irrespective of sign of 8 if:

6T + W(S)6vH > 0 ++ W(S)H < T/(l-v) • (31)

The right-hand inequality of (31) states that the worker has gross earnings

less than the break-even income level in an income subsidy program. Income

subsidy beneficiaries will reduce their search time regardless of the slope

of their labor-supply curves. The progressive inco~e tax has ambiguous search

incentives if 8<0.



To explore the incentives to search under a wagesubsi'dy;where

!J.T = 0, 6v =,v~l < O,and !J.u = u > O,we.calcnlate:

!J.S = (dS/dv)6v + (dS/du)6u

= lV'8[(v-l)W(S)'+ u} + uC/v
2

The' market wage rate of a wage-subsidy ben''.!ficiary rr,ustlieheneath a
\

break-even wage rate:

W(S) < u/(l-v) ++ (v-l)W(s) + u > °.

(32)

(33)

This renders theslgn of 6S negative for 8 < ° and ambiguous for 8 > 0.

With 8 > o the search response is also negative for workers with market

wage rates just below the break-even wage 'rate. Note that d!J.S/dW(S) is

negative. This implies that a wage subsidy may increase the search time

of workers with sufficiently low market wage rates.

All of the comparisons up to here have examined dis'cretechanges 'from

laissez_faire to a tax or transfer situation. Eaclr has involved a gain or

loss of revenue. We next examine the relative search effects of the two

tax policies and of the three transfer policies. Each comparison will hold

net revenueor.net'transfer constant between the'two.programs. All of these

comparisons will include only marginal changes from one policy to another.

As we shall see, this will make the results independent of the slope of the

labor-supply curve. What happens to search 'incentives in moving from a

proportional to a 'progressive income tax? Take a constant....revenue program:

R = -T + (l....v)HW(S) • (34)
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For a small change in parameters, holding revenue constant, we have:

dv = -dT/(HW(S» • (35)

We can think of a small increase in T from an initial value of zero. The

impact on search is:

6S = (dS/dT)dT + (dS/dv) [-dT/(HW(S»] = (36)

This result utilizes definition (19). The move toward progressivity in

the income tax carries an unambiguous disincentive to job search.

Insert Table 1

With three different subsidy policies, we have three distinct two-way

comparisons. Let us present the analysis only for the most complex of

the three. Results for all as well as a summary of all previous results

are presented in Table 1. vlliat happens to search incentives in moving from

an income subsidy to a wage subsidy? Take a constant transfer with all

parameters of both programs:

-R = T + [u + (v-l)W(S)]H • (37)

Holding net transfer constant, we have the following relations for small

parameter changes:

dT = -Hdu,

dv = -du/W(S)

(38)
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We can think of a small increase in'u from an initial Na.lue·of zero, with'

T decreasing from a small positive value. The impact on search is:

/;'S = (dS/dT) (-Hdu) + (dS/du)du + (dS/dv) (-du/W(S» (40) I

=

The job search effects of this policy move areamhiguous.irrespective of

e sign.

Table 1 reports two ot~er subsidy comparisons. Hovemertt from an

income .£E. wage subsidy to an equal-,transfer earnings subsidy increases

search activity'. The earnings subsidy appears favorabTy on grounds of

dynamicincent,ives,.. However,a full evaluation of tIre ea,rnings sub-sldy

must include the income-subs'ldy range Dfits schedule. To achieve an equal

transfer income and earnings ,subsidy may 'consequently require a more generous

income· transfer component in the lat,ter. Recall the' ambiguous ranking

of theequal-trans,fer wage and income subsidies. Thus.; the earnings

subsidy will have' overa·n. search' incentives which are aweight'edcomhination

.of something superior to the wage subsidy'an.d some'thingwhich may be inferior

to the wage subsidy.. This leaves us without a determinat,e ranking of

transfe.r programs on grounds of thei'r search incentives.

C. Distributional and Earnings Effects

The distribution of wage 'rates is affected by the. fiscal structure

employed in the economy •. This shows up in Table I by programs which ,

relative to laissez-faire, have one sign of effect fore> o and an

opp'os.ite sign for e <0. Most estimat'es of labor_supply behavior of

married prime age males show a positive slope up to wage rates around

---' ._---_.-
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$2.50-$3.00, then a backward bend for higher wage rates. ll Proportional

and progressive income taxes discourage search activity for e > 0 (lower

wage rates) and encourage search activity fo~ e < ° (higher wage rates).

In this way, they create greater inequality of wage rates in the married

male population. Wage and earnings subsidies can be seen to have the

opposite effects at wages below and abov~ the bend in the labor-supply

curve. Either subsidy form will consequently bring greater equality in

the distribution of market wage rates. This argument presumes that each

program covers the full wage distribution, but partial arguments can be

constructed.

It is possible to predict the net impact on a worker's market earnings

from the combined dynamic and static effects. Market wage earnings of

the worker are defined:

E _ W(S)H • (41)

With the proportional income tax and eatnings subsidy, the only parameter

differing from its laissez-faire value is v. The impact on earnings

will be:

6E = (dE/dv)6v

= {IIW'(dS/dv) - W(S)[(dL/dv) + (dS/dv)]}6v

= -W(S) (dL/dv)6v •

(42)

Via the search optimality condition (8) with u=O, terms in dS/dv drop out

of the final result (42). With e > 0, the proportional income tax decreases

and earnings subsidy increases the worker's market earnings. Backward-bending

supply reverses these findings.
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The. impact of a progressive income tax or income subs:idyon: gross

earnings of a worker will be:

L'1E = (dEldT}L'1T + (dE!dv)L'1v'

= -W{S)[ (dL!dT)L'lT + (dL/dv)L'1v] (43)

=

=

W(S) (2W' - HW") [(Wyy - U
YL

}L'1T - W(S) Mv]

W(S) (2W' -HW") {(WHyy - U
YL

) [L'1T + W(S)HL'1v] + W(S)Uy L'1v}

The third line of (43) shows that bo;th programs reduce gross earnings if

e < O. The fourth line. shows further that the income subs.idy·will reduce

gross earnings for all. recipients with,e >0 as welL Thisutilizes

result (31) for gross earnings beneath the. break~even income. leveL Th.e

effect of a progressive income tax .on.marke.t. earnings isamb.iguous with

e > O. We. do not. presen.tthe details of our additional finding that a

wage: subsidy may caus.e marke·tearningsto rise or fall.. The conditions in

this result are complex and not particularly illuminating:.

3.4 Comparison with O,therFindin&s,.

Other studies have analyzed some. of the effects investigated here

relating totrans.fer policies. Our re.s:ultson job s.earch are innnedi.ately

applicable to off~the-job training t as the two. activities have sImilar

economicpro.p.erties. One tradition of analysis is the p.resent-value criterion

for wO.rke.rchoice in ahuman-invest.ment decision. Garfinkel, (1973) calls

this lithe equilibrium condition fo:r' a utility maximizing individual.• II He

res.t:ricts the problem by defining off-the~job training as an,. investment that

entails a reduction o.f work ho.urs... Our consumer-behavior model permits
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"investment" hours to come out of work.£! leisure hours. Garfinkel

finds an unambiguous reduction in training under a wage subsidy; whereas

we have found an ambiguous response in the case of positively-sloped

labor supply schedules. He further finds the investment incentives of

an income subsidy to dominate clearly those of a wage subsidy. We are

unable to rank the two programs with either slope in the labor-supply schedule.

Haveman, Lurie, and Mirer (1973) follow the same tradition of analysis

for the earnings subsidy. They find that movement from laissez faire to

an earnings subsidy carries no investment incentive effects. This contrasts

with our finding of distinct positive and negative incentive effects depending

on the slope of the labor-supply schedule. All of these authors also.

examine sub cases where the investment act moves the worker from a subsidized

to a nonsubsidized range of earnings or wage rate. We have not pursued

the latter line of analysis.

Our consumer-behavior tradition of analysis has also been employed by

Rae (l974a). As noted earlier, he employs a multi-period model primarily

out of concern for the investment effects of temporary versus permanent

programs. Otherwise, as we have seen, a one-period model is sufficient for

analysis of the major comparative static results of interest. Rae posits

a lifetime utility function which is separably additive in the individual

years' utilities. Each year's utility follows our restrictive formulation

(6). Investment time is productive, making W' positive, but W" is

restricted to be negative, with perfect certainty in returns assumed. Rae

assumes that the worker undertakes all investment during the first year and

begins working only after completing his training. He assumes the second-order

conditions to hold without further analysis or recognition of the nonlinearity
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of' the:,budget' constraint'. His pred±cted:investment incentJ;Yes" in movfng:'

fi'om laissez;..faire·to an income .£E.wag~,subsidY are:'detexminatelynegative'•..

He finds the training incentivesoE an,: earnings, subs;idy to'be ambiguous.

This nonfind:tng, probably results from. a failure' to dis,tinguish be·tween

the two slope sfgrts for the labor-supply schedule. Raei's.· eriple, pair--wfse:

rankings, of, the,in.centives" oL,thethree transfer. pro:grams'~, holding constant

the amount traIl.sferred, all agree. with our findings.

IV. Extens.ions of the Hodel.,

A.. Direct Costs of Search

Our first ext'ensiori: of the' hasic modeL w:LII allo-vl for direct money

costs in joh search., Thus;'far',. we' have. considered only· the.>wo.rke:r's t'ime.

input' into search: ac,tivity., A workable assumption is that direc,t costs .,

are, a linear.'function of: search time.. This also seems.' reasonable· in the'

cdnt?xt:of'off"'the'-,joh trainfng';', whe're tuitions', textbooks",and practice

materIals are rou:ghly proportional to time> expended after s'Ome- ,start....up

cos:ts., Since; our: model pres'urnes that every;' worker' wilT seaxch some duxin'g:

h ' d 'h f 1 I' - f .' 12. Thte .pen.o ',_ we can:. om:L.t - te: constant term' o. ,t le'anear: _unctTon~,. e

bUdget·, c.onstraint:.is: transformed' to:

y' - T + (K-E-SY [\,r'W'(S); + ur'..:. as' ,

where.' a is the marginal.. dir.ec,t· cos:t of, a search hour.
/

(44)

Let us: sketch the changes, in.analysis -induced.by the new budg~t constraint.

(44):'0.' The' first;..order condi.tion of'the. income: maximizatIon; becomes,:

'dY!'dS =,. -W+ H:vW' ..:. a - Q' • (45).,
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The second-order condition of the inc@me maximization and both conditions

of the utility maximization remain as before. Calculation of the full

displacement system yields the following differences from our earlier

system (15):

A[ dS/dv

dL/dv

dS/do: l
dL/da J

= fW(S)8

L(o:+u) /v
2 (46)

Responses of Sand L to parameters T and u are unaltered. We solve (46)

for the new responses to v:

dS/dv = W(S)8W' - C (a+u)/v2

dL/dv = -UyW' (a+u) /v - W(S) 8 (2W' -HW")

These are similar to the results without direct search costs, with a

entering additively with u wherever it appears.

(47)

(48) •

A general fiscal policy question is how the deductibility of search

or training costs affects behavior. This question pertains to both tax

and transfer policies. By varying parameter a, we can predict the effects

of permitting larger deductions. Solution of (46) yields:

(49)

(50)

Inspection confirms the indeterminacy of sign of both responses if leisure

is normal. Inferiority of leisure is sufficient but not necessary to

determine the signs of both responses--making dS/da negative and dL/da positive.

Why do we not find dS/da negative in general, as if search time were an

ordinary consumer good? A decrease in a exerts a positive income effect as
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well asa sub:stitution effect. Recal1:that, ;normality ro'fleisure impliLe's

,a ,rise in lump-sum income will decreas'e search-time. Inshort,there is :no'

general finding that an in,crease inpe'rmitt:ed deduc:tioU's (da < 0) will

increase workers' incentives to se'arichor 'tr.'a±n,.

Anincre,ase in permissiblededuct;ionso£:Siear:chcostsmayaffect

'labor supplYi. We calculate':

dHIda = -dS Ida -dL/da

(51)

=,-8 (dH/dT) -elv -UyW' •

This derivation utilizes result (22)fnrdH!dT,. 'The sign of dH/dais

determinate ,conditional ,on dli/dT hein,g ne,gative.Clear1Y,the first term

in (51) will be posi:ti:ve,. The second '.andthird :te'rmst,qgethercan he

.foundpositive using result (22)alongwi.th the overall :second...order

,condition (18). These yie1d'dH!dap:ositi:v:e '. 'Extendingjpermissible

deduc·tionsthus poses :disincent·ivest\o:wO'rkeffort.

B. Heterogeneous Jobs

Tax and transfer treatment of earned incomes .niay induce workers to

choose jobs of different quality,. Quality :o.f johs.encompassesmany

dimensions, but we shall fo'cus on twoo'f:them.Theyare in-kindfring'e

benefits and ,on-the-jobleisur.e. The job-BeaTchmode1 ,:of ·,thispaper can·

,readily he extended toinc1udeeithe.r dimension .of job quality. Both ,are

germane considerations for incentive effects and ,o,ccupational choice under

tax and subsidy programs. The :kindof jobs .supplied:by 'firms can itself

be expec·ted to change mtheface of taxan'd ;subsidy ;pr:ograms.
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Different jobs will offer varying amounts of fringe benefits

not subject to taxation. Let q be the worker's money valuation on such

benefits per work hour. We shall assume the flow of benefits to be proportional

to work hours, though this is not always realistic. The worker's net

effective wage rate will now be:

W* = vW(S,q) + u + q , (52)

where the wage-rate function includes job quality along with search time.

Firm behavior suggests W < and W < O. The worker's benefit incomeq qq

per period will be:

Q = (K-L-S) q ,

and his net total income will be:

y* = y + Q •

The two-argument utility function appears:

U = U(Y*,L) •

(53)

(54)

(55)

Control variables for the worker include q(or Q) a1on~ with Land S. First-order

conditions similar to (7) and (14) are augmented by:

vW + 1 = 0,q

an additional income-maximizing condition.

(56)
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,2.3

1m alt'ernative 'model~isgenerated':qy.the cv;a~,y;iI'l:g 'amo.un'ts ,of

on~the"'Job :lej,sureconnectedwithvarious ,johs."Th±s:le:i-s1J,re .canno:t he

taxed any,moxe ,feasibly than can ,o'ff...the~j ob J:e±sure,. ',The ~,wo::t.ker's ,ne:t

wage rate will b.e :

W*- vW (S,g) + u

.Up. tosomepo.int,,'on...the-';j:ob ,leisure (rc:est' hr.eaks,),contr,ihutesto ::the

product,ivi,ty.ofworkers dud~g :,the ho,urs.ofactualwo.rk.:Be.yond this

(57)

:poi:nt"wewould·:exp·ect a supply o.f .j:obs ·wi.th ItJ'q ,< OandWqq<O,. If

.on"'!,the-:-job lei:sureis measur,edas 'a 'pro.portion of the work ..hour,.theworker

enJoys.t'o.talleisure:

L* = L +qH,.

His utiH..ty functi:onis:

U' -U(Y,L~). ,.

Theaddftional 'f.i.rs:t....ordex·conditiatt :n:ow:be:come-s:

vW +W- .0 .,.,g

(5.9)

(60)

:Thecompar,a.tiv.e "s:tati.canalys:±s.:df :thes,e:he:t:ero:geneaus job..mode,lscan

be .imp,lemented ::on.:the 'line·s,·o:f ..8.e,c:t:fiGn ,3~,l.., When.:.the ·ef.f.e:ctsoJ specific

tax and 'subsidy 'programs 'on jobqmi1i'1:ya'l::-e :crankedo.ut,the ,results ·.ar.e

,us,uaIly.amb.iguous ,in sign. Withe~:lic±tf.o:rms·for;:the .~{.tlge-.rat·e 'function,

W(S,q) ,con.clusiverestilts·nii·ghtb:e:ob:.tairi:ed.'Concavity'o:fthis function,

for ,example , ',is useful.in :'somecases. Gonclus~i'\l:eir.esultsmay ,await

theoretical develop.mentson .firmbehaV±o:ror ·.emp.irical£.indings.
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V. Evidence and Applications

A Empirical Evidence. -

What empirical evidence bears on the validity of our job-search and

labor-supply model? Static labor-supply behavior has received intensive

13empirical investigation in recent years. Very little of this work has

taken simultaneous account of job-search behavior. A notable exception

is Hill (1973), who has estimated income and wage responses of unemployed

time. Underlying these estimates are two separate estimating equations. One

examines hours worked, H, while the other focuses on hours in the labor

force, N (= H + S). Here we shall assume unemployed time to be equivalent

h . 14to searc tJ.me. A linear specification is:

A

(61)

A

N =
A

(62)

where Ware predicted wage rates, and x and z are error terms.

Elasticities of search time with respect to wage rates and lump-sum

income can be calculated from estimates (61-62). Unfortunately, the wage

elasticity of search time will possess a negative bias. We can display this

by taking the implicit equation for search time:

(63)

The demand side of the labor market imposes more involuntary unemployment

on lower wage workers than on higher wage workers. That is, we have

cov(W, z - x) negative, a violation of the classical least squares assumption

for unbiased estimation. Because T is lump-sum income, we have less
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presumption to. expect cov(T, z - x) to be nonzero. For' this reason,

the income elasticity estimate may be relatively unbiased. Below we

shall consider some features of unemployment insurance laws which could

still bias these estimates. The second source of estimates of equations

(61-62), Garfinkel and Masters (1974a, 1974b), recognizes the possibility

of bias from demand-side factors. 1S

lJhereas: Hill has explicitly calculated the elasticities of search

time implicit in (61-62), Garfinkel and Masters have not. We have performed

the calculations for the latter and present all of the estimates in Tables

2 and 3. 16 These elasticity estimat.es reflect the (weighted) differences

in wage~rate or lump-sum-income c.oefficients be.tween two equations having

similar dependent. variables. Therefore, the confidence intervals for these

figures are typically large and often include zero.

Table 2 around here

Let us first examine the income elasticities reported in Table 2.

With three exceptions, all of the income elasticities are negative. These

results corroborate the predicted direction of response for dS/dT in

equation (20).17 The three positive income elasticities reported are all

. for low-wage or poverty samples of male workers. We can offer a plausible

argument that these estimates are bi.ased positively by the operation of. the

unemployment insurance program. Within a poor or low-wage sample, the

lowest earners will often be ineligible for unemployment benefits by virtue

of their occupations, industries, or intermittent employment histories.

The higher earners in this sample are more likely to qualify for benefits

---_.._-~~- -~---_ .. _--._----------
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when they are unemployed. Thus, the lower earners will choose to spend less

time between jobs than the higher earners during any spell of unemployment.

We next note the positive correlation between past earnings or wage rates

of workers and current nonemployment income receipts (T). The correlation

occurs either through asset income from previous savings or through earnings

related pension entitlements. This could introduce a positive bias in the

poverty and low-wage male samples.

We need to explain why income elasticities for the other samples do not

have so large a positive bias as to make them positive. The income elasticity

for the low-wage female head sample has the expected negative sign. The

above argument for positive bias may not be applicable here on account of

the lower wage-rate cut-off for the sample ($2.00 versus $3.00 for males).

Alternatively, there may be less correlation between current T and recent

earnings for female heads than for married men. The general samples of

Garfinkel and Masters, which include the low-wage samples, have the predicted

negative income elasticities. These general samples may possess a negative

bias which counteracts any positive bias present in their low-wage portion.

Unemployment insurance laws pose dollar-ceilings on benefits which make

payments a lower proportion of the potential wage of an unemployed higher

earner. Thus, the higher the worker's potential wage rate, the greater are

his incentives to search and select a job quickly. Measured lump-sum income

flows, T, are positively correlated with potential w.ge rates through past

asset accumulation. Together these relations can negatively bias the

income elasticity estimates.

Now we direct attention to the wage elasticities reported in Table 3.

With only two exceptions, all of the elasticities are negative. The two
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exceptions both are associated with backward~bending labor-supply'

schedules (8 < 0). The positive elasticity coincides with the only

. , 18
estimate which included over..,time hours i Il the labor~supply.measure.

The zero elasticity arises for anonpoor" sample ~n an estimate which

ff f . . b" 19su ers rom truncat~on ~as.

Table 3 about here ;".''- '.. '

Recall our strong presumption that all of the wage elasticities will' "',

have negative bias owing to demand-side factors. 'As we are unable' to assess,'

the magnitude of this bias, we cannot report even the signs of response

with ailyconfidence. Let us presume the biases to be sufficientlY-small'

that the true responses are negative.. How does this compare with the model 'fe,

p'redicted dire'ctionof response? . The definition of net wage ,rate in equat'ion"

(2) suggests :that. wage-rate changes are best parameterized by changes ·in·:·· ",

u. Result (25), for dS/du, is ambiguous in sign for 8> O. Thus, negative', ,"

wage-rate elasticities of search time' are at least consistent with the:model:'"

A finding ofdS/du negative does not help to con.firmthesign of ds/dv

through. result (28). The response of search to .changes in parameter v

.carries greater policy interest than the response to u, but we have no.

empirical evidence on the matter.

B.,Income SUbsid~ EePeriments

An application of our model appears in the New Jersey Graduated Work

.' Incentives Experiment. This posed. the first controlled test of an income

subsidy program. Preliminary results reported by the Office of Economic

Opportunity (1971) were that experimental families had a 9.8 pe,;centrise
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in hourly market wage rates relative to control families. The p~E.O.

ventured that transfers:

••• allow the prime worker the freedomnPt to
acc~pt the first job he ca~ find, but rather to
seek qne more appropriate to h~~ ski~ls and
interests and one whi~h alqo pays a higher wage
[rate].

The work hours of experimentals fell 11.8 percent relative to those of

controls in the o.~.o. report. Together thepe ehanges yielded a relative

?ecliri~ in the grO$S market earnings of the transf~r recipients. Our

res?lt (43) above ?redicts just such a dec+ine in gross ~a~ings under an

income sUbsidy.

The final report of the New J~rseyExperiment concluded with weake~

~nd ~ess Gl~ar ~tatic disincentives for primary workers in families. Hourly

wage-rate increases by experimentals wer~ visibly present, tho~gh ,diminishing

a~ the experiment wore on. One theory posed by Watts and Marner (1974) is

tpat the apparent relative wage-rate gain by exverimentals was an artifact

of the interviewing prqcedure. We cannot resolve this issue here; i~deed,

tpe e~perimental data may not permit any resolution. We can only obse~e

that our job search model is not consistent with the New Jersey finding of

induced jop-search activity under an income subsidy. An eXPlanation

might be that poor families lack the savings or access to loans which

would enable them to search beyond the first job offer. An income

transfer might enable them to undertake mOre extensive job search.

Our model implicitly assumes that workers can borrow from themse+ves

within the single time period.
I
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One additional reservation about the dynamic incentives finding in

New Jersey should be stated. Income transfers were' availabJ,e for only'

a small sample of the poor population in the affected communitie~. If an

income subsidy were offered universally, all poor workers in a given community

would have the enhanced search incentives. !his would alter the schedule

W(s) and probably lower the marginal returns to search time, W'. Forthis

reason, it appears likely that the New Jersey resuJ,ts magnify any dynamic

incentives beyond their value under a universal income subsidy. A

definitive answer to this issue will be sought in a portion of the

Manitoba income subsidy experiment. One small city will be the site of

a "saturation" experiment, where all families belm'T the income threshold

. f 20
rece~ve trans ers.

How should policy-makers evaluate any induced search time undei

income maintenance programs? We have not explicitly described the process

which makes WI > 0 in our model. If it is a pure "bumping" process,

in which one worker merely displaces another potential worker equally suiu~q

for the job, then no real economic gains stem from augmented search

incentives. We might call this a "good job - bad job" model. In this

extreme case, there is a net economic loss in the additional time expended

on search. At the other extreme viTe have a "good match - .bad match" model.

If the worker is induced to search for a job which WJ-eld otherwise hav~

gone vacant or been filled with a less qualified worker, then a real economic

gain results. For a more realistic intermediate case, both efficiency

gains and losses as well as interpersonal redistributions occur. The net

efficiency outcome remains an open question. Analogous policy evaluation

issues for job search arise under the existing personal income tax system.
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FOOTNOTES

lThe static model of a worker' s income~leisurechoice. was expounded' :
original;J;yby Robbins (1930). Cooper (1952) applied the model to assess
the static incentive effects of .proportional and progressive income taxes.
The model has also been utilized to study the static incentives of various
income maintenance devices. •Green (1968) . examined an income subsidy
("negative income. tax" or "guaranteed income"); Kesselman (1969) compared
this with a wage subsidy; and Haveman (1973) compared both of the foregoing
with an earnings subsidy. The current paper appraises the dynamic incentives
of all of these. tax' and transfer·policies.

2Boskin (1967) and Kesselman (1969) spec.ulated about the dynamic
incentives of transfer schemes. An early attempt at formal modeling of the
problem was undertaken by ConUsk (1968), with a rather ad hoc approach.

3Rea (1974a) examines human~capital investment in a multi-period model
which simultaneously determines labor supply. Investment is restricted to the
first p'eriod, so that all other periods' prices are conditional solely upon
period one's actions. Thus,the model does not exploit the full sequential
logic of a multi-period model. Rea requires the multi-period framework to
study the effe.cts of temporary versus permanent programs ,similar to Hetcalf.

4Three.implicit constraints .in the following analysis are L, H, S > O.
Corrter sO.lutions will be ignored in .the analysis, because we shall be
concerned only with.theresponses of .labor-force participants. The analys.is
could be extended to include participation decisions.

5Alternatively, u could be a stochastic variable with expected value
zero. This would depict random factors which affect a.worker's wage rate
for any given intensity of search effort. Or u could be a shift parameter
to capture the skill level or employability traits of a given worker in a
market for a given job type. Similarly, v could serve these roles as
stochastic variable or personal shift parameter, this.time in multiplicative
form.

6Schedule W(S) may differ for each worker so long as it maintains
property (3). We later touch on problems of aggregation and of interpreting
empirical evidencewhich'relate.to W(S).

7The second~order condition restricts admiss.ible values of W'. Consider
IAI a quadratic function ofW' ,with the equation IAI = 0 yielding roots,:

r l , r Z = [-c± VC2 + U vCHW" ] /Dyv.· Since IAI is concave in W', values of
. y

W' lying between the two roots correspond to positive values of IAI. If. we
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take r 1 < r 2 , then the case W" < 0 can be seen to imply r 1 .:::. 0 and

r 2 ~ ~2C/Uyv > O. Thus for W~ ~ 0, all W' > 0 up to at least -2C/Uyv

;yiefd positive IAI. In the case 2W' /H > W" > 0, the range of

admis~ib1e va1l,les for W' becomes smaller.

8If n is this elasticity, then the following relation holds:
8 = Uy (n+1). Also, see Musgrave (1959, pp. 232....238) on the relation

between marginal utility of income and leisure and the work incentiv~

effects of income taxes.

gThe standard model has dL/dT = (WUyy .... Uyt)/C, with the denominator
negattve for concavity of the utility function. Hence, normality of
l~isure requires that the numerator also be negative.

lOWe depict only a flat-rate progressive income tax, which is
identical to a proportional tax with an exemption. Any progressive income
~ax can be linearized at the relevant equilibrium point for the worker.
It then appears as a proportional income tax with an exemption reflecting
the linearization. Consequently, we would predict the same effects on
search time from any progressive income tax. For a similar approach with
the conventional static model, see Hall (1973).

11See Figure 3.6 in Hall (1973, p. 155) for a graphical comparison of
~he ordinary labor-supply schedules estimated in several studies, Also note
that three of the portrayed schedules have hours worked conditioned on 1abor
force participation.

120mission of the constant term merely removes a negative component
of lump-sum income. This does not affect the analysis of behavior
tnduced by changes in T, u, or v. In examining the effects of tax deductibility,
however, we need to insert an additional lump-sum income effect. Also, the
presence of fixed costs in search will discourage some potential workers from
entering the labor force. We are neglecting participation behavior in this
paper.

13See the compendium by Cain and Watts (1973) for a selection of these
studies.

14This assumption is probably incorrect for some groups of workers.
Estimates of Gordon (1973) suggest that the unemployed individual searches only
8,4 hours per week. Rea (1974b) estimates that married women spend half of
unemployed time in leisure but that married men spend virtually none in
l~isure. Regardless, we are here concerned only with elasticity estimates.
The elasticity estimates of unemployed time can properly be identifi~d as
job-search elasticities under one assumption. We require that the proportion
of unemployed time spent in job search be constant across the subsamp1e of
interest. The proof is straight-forward. Although ~il1 mistakenly identifies
unemployed time of a worker with job-search time, he can be saved by the same
device •.
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l5Garfinkel and Masters specify the wage-rate variable, ~, in
logarithmic form. Also, they avoid two methodological pitfalls of the Hill
study--including income-conditioned components in the measure of T, and
truncating the sample on the basis of one-year's observed income.

161 wish to thank 1rv Garfinkel and Stanley Masters for supplying
me with supplementary information on sample means needed to calculate the
elasticities in a few of the cases.

l71n order to interpret the regression wage and income coefficients
as having behavioral properties, we need to assume each regression sample
population to have similar tastes. This is a standard requirement in
cross-sectional analysis. We further ne~d to assume that schedule W(S)
is similar for all workers in each regression sample. Note that our model
analyzed the behavior of a single worker and thus did not require the latter
assumption.

l8Equation (25) unambiguously predicts dS/du negative with e < 0,
and any estimation bias should only render the estimate more negative. The
estimate might be dismissed in that it is the smallest in absolute value of
all the reported wage elasticities (except zero) and statistically
insignificant.

19See Cain and Watts (1973, chapter 9) for a treatment of this
estimation problem arising from a faulty sample selection procedure.

2~Kesselman (1973) has specified the job search and job mobility
activities to be monitored in Hanitoba.
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FIGURE 1: Effects of a Lump-Sum Transfer on Search and Work Time
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TABLE 1

Effects of Fiscal Policy Changes on .Search Tim!3

Labor-supply slope

36

PoHcy change is· :from:

Laissez. faire to proportional income tax

'<~

Laissez faire to progressive income tax

Laissez faire to income suhsidy

Laissez. faire to wage suhsidy

e > 0

±

e < 0

+

±

Laissez faire to earnings subsidy~'

Pro.portional income tax to progressive income taxb

Income subsidy tb wage. suhsidyC

Inco~e subsidy to e.arnings sUhsidya,c

Wage subsidy to earning~ subsidya,c

+

± ±

+ +

+ +

Note:. 'Effects of policy changes are denoted: + = increased search time;
- = decreased search time; ± = indeterminate effect on seareh time.

aConsiderirtg only the positive marginal subsidy range of earnings
sUhsidy; see text' for fuller discussion.

bHold:ing net revenue constant;. considers only marginal ehange in programs.

'1iolding ne.t transfer constant; coniiders only marginal change in
programs·.
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TABLE 2

lncome Elasticft:ies of Job Search Time

Marita.:j. Statusa/Age Sourceb §T
I ~

M25-54 ISR -1.276

M25-54 ISR -1. 788

M25-54 SEO - .201

M25-54 SEO .211
Males

M~5-54 SEO-H .145

M25-54 SEO-H .033

S25..5{. SEO - .795

M55-6l SEO - .401

S55-6l SEO - .778

Hours inciude overtime; 8 < 0

Low wage sample (PW ~ $3.00)

Poor black sample

Poor white sample; 8' < 0

~~--~-~-~------~---------------~----~~-----------------------~~---~----------------

M25-54 SEO - .843

M2S-54 SEO - .265

Females 825-54 SEO ... 104

H25-54 SEO - .554

H25-54 SEO - .806

Income variables is husband's
earnings

Low wage sample (PW ~ $2.00)

~ = married; S = single; H = head of household, unmarried or spouse
absrnt.

bISR = Institute for Social Research (Michigan) Income Dynamics Panel
Stqdy, and SEO = Survey of Economic Opportunity (self-weighting sample only),
estimates of both reported by Garfinkel and Masters (1974a, 1974b); SEQ-H =
Survey of Economic Opportunity (subsample of families with 1966 income below
Social Security Administration poverty threshold), estimates reported by Hill
<19n) •

cpW = potential w~ge rate of the worker; e is defined in equation (19),
corre~ponds to sign of labor-supply schedule's slope. Unless otherwise
noted, each r~sult has:

(i)
(i:O

(iii)

(iv)

omitted any over-time work hours in the observations;
positive slope in the estimated labor-supply schedule (8 > 0);
utilized the full sex-mar .al-status-age subsample described in
the "source", with exclusions only for non-participants in the paid
civilian labor force, for (Garfinkel-Masters) full-time students,
and for (ijill) persons neither black nor white.
used as the income variable (T) some measure of the non-employment
income of the unit. -
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TABLE 3

Wage Elasticities of Job Search Time

aMarital Status IAge

M25-54

M25-54

H25-54

M25-54

1-125-54

M25-54

1-125-54

~·125-S4

1125-54
Males

M25-54

M25-54

S25-54

S25-54

M55-61

1-155-61

S55-61

S55-61

. b
Source

ISR

ISR

SEQ

SEQ

SEQ

SEQ

SEQ-H

SEQ-I!

SEQ-H

SEQ-H

SEQ-H

SEQ

SEQ

SEQ

SEQ

SEO

SEQ

Wage Variab1ed

AVWR

AVWR

PW

WR

PW

WR

WR

WR

WR

WR

WR

PW

WR

PW

vJR

PW

lrJR

-.166

.117

-1. 214

-.(j78

-.988

-.428

-.583

·-3.180

-1. 700

-.209

o

-1. 398

-.610

-1.112

-.595

-.225

-.468

Notesc,e

Hours include overtime;
e < 0

Low wage sample (PW ~ $3.00)

Low wage sample (PW ~ $3.00)

Poor white sample; 8 < 0

Poor black sample at W= $.78

Poor black sample at W= $1.47
(mean value)

Poor black sample at W= $2.16;
8 < 0

Nonpoor sample, black or white;
8 < 0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
M25-54 SEQ PH -.8JO

S25-54 SEQ PI-J -.431
Females

H25-54 SEQ PW -.940

H25-54 SEQ PW -1. 400 Low wage sample (PW ~ $2.00)

a,b,CNotes identical to Table 2.

dAVWR = average of the ~'lOrker's wage rate over five years; PW = potential
wage rate of the worker as imputed by a first-stage regressio~; WR = wage rate
reported in survey; note that Garfinkel-Masters use wage variables in logarithmic
form.

eUn1ess otherwise noted, each result has wage elasticity computed at
sample mean wage rate.

)




